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Introduction

4. Opinion about foreign policy among leaders, however, is much more divided than before the Vietnam War. On this, see Ole R. Holsti and James N. Rosenau, American Leadership in World Affairs: Vietnam and the Breakdown of Consensus (Boston, 1984), chaps. 5–7.
5. Those who assume that “normal” attitudes are sufficient to break through accumulated layers of distrust in major power relations should consider that previous détente-like collaborations have frequently occurred in the wake of frightening events, for example, the rise of Japanese and German militarism in 1931–33, the Nazi attack on Russia in 1941, and the Cuban missile crisis in 1962.
9. Some writers employ the term détente as if it were a policy; others use it in reference to a condition, a period, or a process; still others attempt to construe a meaning empirically, from the indicators of détente (e.g., cooperation, economic and technical interactions, human rights and contacts, security and disarmament).


For an attempt to measure the rise and fall of tension during the Cold War by means of a “détente index,” see Paul F. Herman Jr., *Thinking about Peace: The Conceptualization and Conduct of US-Soviet Détente* (Lanham, Md., 1987), chap. 2. See also Mike Bowker and Phil Williams, *Superpower Détente: A Reappraisal* (London, 1988), which describes the Cold War as a mix of conflict and cooperation and sees détente as “minimal” between 1963 and 1968 and “maximal” during the Nixon years.


Chapter 1. The Developing Confrontation


15. William Taubman, Stalin’s American Policy: From Entente to Détente to Cold War (New York, 1982), 74–75.


23. Taubman, Stalin’s American Policy, 166–82.


32. Stevenson, *Rise and Fall of Détente*, chap. 3.


35. Ibid., chap. 5; Breslauer, *Khrushchev and Brezhnev*, chaps. 5–7.


40. This was, in fact, a gigantic bluff, since he had chosen after the Sputnik achievement not to invest in a missile race. See Richter, *Khrushchev’s Double Bind*, chap. 5.


Chapter 2. The Breakdown of Old Arrangements


6. Ben J. Wattenberg, *The Real America: A Surprising Examination of the State of the Union* (Garden City, N.Y., 1974), 198–200. Another manifestation of falling confidence during this period was the shift in perspectives on institutions. To the question, In which of these social institutions are you able to place a “great deal of trust”?, the following answers were given (in percentages):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1971</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>−9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks and other financial institutions</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>−31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The military</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>−35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational institutions</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>−24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The scientific community</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>−24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized religion</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>−28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major U.S. companies</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>−28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health caregivers</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>−16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Supreme Court</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>−28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local retail stores</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>−24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congress</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>−23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The executive branch</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>−18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The press</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>−11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>−3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized labor</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>−8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>−8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. Ibid., 32-43.
11. Ibid., 204-5.
30. According to Fedor Burlatsky, *Khrushchev and the First Russian Spring*
(London, 1991), 220–21, Brezhnev was actually quite hostile to the Kosygin reforms, which he found complicated and irrelevant. For a helpful analysis of the bargaining among the oligarchs in the first post-Khrushchev years, see Richard D. Anderson Jr., _Public Politics in an Authoritarian State: Making Foreign Policy in the Brezhnev Years_ (Ithaca, N.Y., 1993), chap. 4.


32. Wolfe, _Soviet Power and Europe_, chap. 15.


41. Ibid., 12.


52. Wolfe, Soviet Power, 248–49.

53. Shatz, Soviet Dissent, chaps. 6, 7. For a participant’s perspective, see Ludmilla Alexeyeva and Paul Goldberg, The Thaw Generation: Coming of Age in the Post-Stalin Era (Boston, 1990), chaps. 5–10.


60. On the other hand, some argue that one of the reasons the Soviets crushed the Dubček regime in 1968 was the Politburo’s fear that Czechoslovak nationalism might excite the Ukrainians; Grey Hodnett and Peter J. Potichny, The Ukraine and the Czechoslovak Crisis (Canberra, 1970), 77–89.


62. Wolfe, Soviet Power, 428. Michael McCGwire argues that the new Soviet
emphasis on conventional capability and force projection was also a response to changes in Western military doctrine, especially NATO's espousal of "flexible response." McCGwire, *Military Objectives in Soviet Foreign Policy* (Washington, 1987), 22-35.


64. Morton Schwartz, *The Foreign Policy of the USSR: Domestic Factors* (Encino, Calif., 1975), chap. 2.


74. Brezhnev, in effect, had been able to take back for defense and agriculture what he earlier had lost to the "reformers." See Hahn, *Politics of Soviet Agriculture*, 189–99.


77. Dornberg, Brezhnev, 252–53.
79. Paul Cocks, “Science Policy and Soviet Development Strategy,” in Dallin,
The Twenty-fifth Congress of the CPSU, 40–42. The text is in Brezhnev, Ob
osnovnykh voprosakh, 1:502–12.
80. Herbert S. Levine, “Soviet Economic Development, Technological Transfer,
and Foreign Policy,” in Bialer, Domestic Context, 180–83.
82. Marshall I. Goldman, Détente and Dollars: Doing Business with the Soviets
(New York, 1975), 27–34. Philip Hanson, Trade and Technology in Soviet-
Western Relations (New York, 1981), 106–16, contends that Kosygin was a vigor-
ous advocate of importing Western technology as early as the Khrushchev years but
that Brezhnev became an advocate only gradually.
84. Wolfe, Soviet Power, 246–47.
85. A. D. Sakharov, V. F. Turchin, and R. A. Medvedev to Soviet leaders, March
computer hardware and software is demonstrated in detail by Martin Cave,
“Computer Technology,” in Ronald Amann, Julian Cooper, and R. W. Davis, eds.,
30, 1968.
87. Hanson, Trade and Technology, 94–97.
89. Paul Marer, “The Economics of Eastern Europe and Soviet Foreign Policy,”
in Bialer, Domestic Context. See also Michael Kaser, Comecon: Integration Pro-
90. Vladimir Sobel, The Red Market: Industrial Cooperation and Specialization
92. Richard Bolling and John Bowles, America’s Competitive Edge: How to
Get Our Country Moving Again (New York, 1982), chaps. 1, 2.
93. Ibid., 5, 41.
94. On the unforeseen consequences of continued Cold War spending, see, in
particular, Lloyd Dumas, The Overburdened Economy: Uncovering the Causes of
Chronic Unemployment, Inflation, and National Decline (Berkeley, 1986), chap.
11; and Robert Kuttner, The End of Laissez Faire: National Purpose and the
Global Economy after the Cold War (New York, 1991), chap. 2.
95. Bowling and Bowles, Competitive Edge, 42, cite statistics from the United
States Department of Commerce.
97. Michael Dertouzos, Richard Lester, and Robert Solow, Made in America:


115. Stans remembers that he asked Nixon several times in 1969 and 1970 to be allowed to travel to Russia for the purpose of discussing an expansion of trade; Maurice Stans, interviewed by the author, July 21, 1992.


Chapter 3. New Military Parity and the Decline of Bipolarity

18. Robert P. Berman and John C. Baker, *Soviet Strategic Forces: Requirements and Responses* (Washington, 1982), 45–50. Breslauer, *Khrushchev and Brezhnev*, 69–70, suggests that Khrushchev may also have been attempting to “marginally deescalate the arms race in order to improve the prospects of striking a deal with the USA.”
20. Raymond J. Swider, Jr., *Soviet Military Reform in the Twentieth Century: Three Case Studies* (Westport, Conn., 1992), 123–46; and Thomas M. Nichols,
24. Ball, Politics and Force Levels, chaps. 2–5; and Deborah Shapley, Promise and Power: The Life and Times of Robert McNamara (Boston, 1993), 104–11.
25. Ball, Politics and Force Levels, chaps. 6–9. Shapley, Promise and Power, 139–45, 190–95, emphasizes the extent to which the Cuban missile crisis was instrumental in pushing McNamara toward “assured destruction.” See also Nolan, Guardians, 77–85.
26. Under the impact of the new nuclear factor, Khrushchev and the Soviet leadership were rethinking their ideas about war during this period, abandoning notions of an inevitable military conflict with the capitalist powers. At the same time, they were loath to relinquish opportunities to exploit increasing Western difficulties with the Third World, particularly since the Chinese were using anti-Western militancy as a litmus test of loyalty to the Communist movement. Hence Khrushchev talked much of aiding “national liberation struggles,” but afraid of escalation and lacking the ability to project nonnuclear military power, he generally turned to arms sales and foreign aid as substitutes for intervention. On this, see McCGwire, Military Objectives, 22–42. Beschloss, Crisis Years, 60–65, argues that Khrushchev’s speech of January 6, 1961, promising to assist the “sacred” struggles of colonial peoples, was taken much too seriously by the new Kennedy administration.
28. The most detailed treatment of the October crisis is Beschloss, Crisis Years, 374–575; but see also James G. Blight, Bruce J. Allyn, and David A. Welch, Cuba on the Brink: Castro, the Missile Crisis, and the Soviet Collapse (New York, 1993).
31. Holloway, Soviet Union and the Arms Race, 43–44, 128.
32. Wolfe, Soviet Power, 434–41; and Lee and Staar, Soviet Military Policy, 66–70.
33. Nichols, Sacred Cause, 94–100. McCGwire, Military Objectives, 42–59, contends that in December 1966, in a decision of truly historic proportions, the Soviets altered their basic military strategy to accord with the object of keeping future wars limited and nonnuclear. Such a decision implied the need for a sus-
tained buildup in the number and quality of Soviet ground forces, navy personnel, and frontal aviation forces. At the same time (according to Franklyn Griffiths, “The Soviet Experience of Arms Control,” *International Journal* 44 [Spring 1989]: 304–64), “it made negotiated limitations on strategic intercontinental forces increasingly appropriate” (332).


44. See, for example, George F. Kennan, “Polycentrism and Western Policy,” *Foreign Affairs* 42 (Jan. 1964): 171–83.


52. Elliot R. Goodman, *The Fate of the Atlantic Community* (New York,
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61. Hanrieder, Germany, America, Europe, 186–94; and Meissner, Ostpolitik, 161–63.


65. Brandt, People and Politics, 169–70. On East German efforts to discourage Soviet interest in improving relations with Bonn, see Michael J. Sodaro, Moscow, Germany, and the West from Khrushchev to Gorbachev (Ithaca, N.Y., 1990), 88–134.


68. Stent, Embargo to Ostpolitik, 158–60, 163–69; Arnulf Baring, Machtwechsel: Die Ära Brandt-Scheel (Stuttgart, 1982), 229–44.

70. The phrases are from Article I of the treaty. See Whetten, *Germany’s Ostpolitik*, 224.


NOTES TO PAGES 66–71 • 169


90. Barnett, China and the Major Powers, 48–49. See also, in general, David Mozingo, China’s Foreign Policy and the Cultural Revolution (Ithaca, N.Y., 1970).


Chapter 4. Seeking America’s Escape from Vietnam


5. Illustrative of such reactions is York, *Race to Oblivion*, 147–69.


11. Ibid., 464. The agreement was signed in November 1966.


17. Ibid., 414, 449–51.


27. Ibid., 152-53, 184, 189, 206-9; and Lester A. Sobel, ed., *Kissinger and Détente* (New York, 1975), 50-51.
31. On Nixon’s personality, see Barber, *Presidential Character*, 299-388. For a good indication of Nixon’s strong hierarchical tendencies (and First and Second World focus), see his “Memorandum to H. R. Haldeman, John Erlichman, and Henry Kissinger of March 2, 1970,” in which he writes that

in the future all that I want brought to my attention
[in the field of foreign policy] are the following items:

1. East-West relations.
2. Policy toward the Soviet Union.
4. Policy toward Eastern Europe, provided it really affects East-West relations at the highest level.
5. Policy toward Western Europe, but only where NATO ... and ... major countries are affected.

Staff Member and Office Files, Special Files, Nixon Papers.
37. Richard J. Whalen, *Catch the Falling Flag: A Republican’s Challenge to His

38. Seymour M. Hersh, *The Price of Power: Kissinger in the Nixon White House* (New York, 1983), 51, 77–78. See also Allan E. Goodman, *The Lost Peace: America’s Search for a Negotiated Settlement of the Vietnam War* (Stanford, Calif., 1978), 78–99. An indication of Nixon’s optimism can be seen in his remarks to his cabinet on March 20, 1969, regarding Vietnam. The president “stated flatly that war will be over by next year, but that it must be understood that next four to five months will be very tough, because we have to take public position that outlook is tough, etc., while we negotiate in private.” H. R. Haldeman, *The Haldeman Diaries: Inside the Nixon White House* (New York, 1994), 42.

39. Marvin Kalb and Bernard Kalb, *Kissinger* (Boston, 1974), 124–26. This is supposed to have occurred on January 23, 1969, although apparently the offer was not formally endorsed by the administration until April 1 in National Security Decision Memorandum 9. It was made public by Nixon on May 14, 1969, in his first presidential address on Vietnam.


41. Garthoff, *Détente and Confrontation*, 77–82; and Kissinger, *White House Years*, 138–47. Kissinger was still vigorously pushing this line as late as early July, when he met with Dobrynin on the eve of the latter’s departure for a stay in Moscow. Nixon, he assured Dobrynin, was prepared to ratify the status quo of a divided Berlin and Germany as well as “take into account the special interests of the Soviet Union in Eastern Europe.” Interestingly, Dobrynin took it upon himself to practice “reverse linkage,” expressing “the hope that the Nixon government would act much more actively towards Bonn” in achieving the ratification of the non-proliferation treaty; “Anatoly Dobrynin to A. Gromyko, July 12, 1969,” *Cold War International History Project Bulletin* (Washington, Fall 1993), 63–67.

42. Ross Terrill, *800,000,000* (New York, 1972), 144–45.


54. Freedman, U.S. Intelligence, 101–17. Seaborg, Stemming the Tide, 437, notes that in the American draft treaty for SALT of 1968, “there were to be no numerical restrictions on MIRVs; the Joint Chiefs insisted on this.”


57. Laird’s testimony before Senate and House committees in the spring of 1969 is in reels 1 and 2 of “Public Statements by the Secretaries of Defense, Part 4: The Nixon and Ford Administrations,” Microform Collections. For Richard Helms’s more cautious point of view, which nearly cost him his job, see Thomas Powers, The Man Who Kept the Secrets: Richard Helms and the CIA (New York, 1979), 211–12. For a critical analysis, see Freedman, U.S. Intelligence, 137–52. Evidence of how very deeply Nixon was involved in the fight over the ABM is provided by “Haldeman’s Handwritten Notes, April 27, 1969.”


59. Nixon wrote on his “News Summary of May 31, 1969,” “I have decided to move ahead on MIRV testing regardless of Senatorial opposition. Inform all hands so that there will be one Administration line.” News Summaries, Box 30, President’s Office Files, Special Files, Nixon Papers. The Senate’s vote of the next year is discussed in Platt, U.S. Senate and Strategic Arms Policy, 13–14.

60. Kissinger, White House Years, 540; and Smith, Doubletalk, 161. Melvin Laird argues, in retrospect, that “MIRVs were the only feasible option available for response to an expanding Soviet threat, given the hostile attitude of many members of Congress toward defense spending.” Laird, “Strong Start,” 11.

61. Smith, Doubletalk, 154–78; and Garthoff, Détente and Confrontation, 158–61. This point was amplified by Gerard Smith, interviewed by the author, Apr. 12, 1983; and Raymond Garthoff, interviewed by author, Mar. 20, 1985.


63. Burstein and Freudenberg, “Changing Public Policy.”

64. Kissinger, White House Years, 214. According to Laird, “Strong Start,” 9, the Nixon administration was attempting to pursue “major modernization programs for all three legs of the strategic Triad (land-based missiles, bombers, and submarines).”


66. Whetten, Germany’s Ostpolitik, 93–151. For added discussion and bibliography, see chap. 3.

68. The phrase is Kissinger's (ibid., 412). On American anxiety about Bonn's Ostpolitik, see ibid., 410–12; Henry Kissinger, Years of Upheaval (Boston, 1982), 143–48; 154–59; Garthoff, Détente and Confrontation, 125–27; and Brandt, People and Politics, 278–96. Kenneth Rush underlined the tension and even hostility involved when interviewed by the author, Mar. 28, 1985. Nixon's attitude is revealed in a marginal note he made on a news summary of December 30, 1970, reporting that George Ball had expressed fear of West Germany's new policy toward the Soviet Union: "Good for him!" "News Summary of December 30, 1970."

69. As Kissinger puts it, "The cumulative impact of all the bureaucratic indis­cipline, with media and Congressional pressures added, was that we had to abandon our attempt to use the opening of the SALT talks as a lever for other negotiations" (White House Years, 138). See also Garthoff, Détente and Confrontation, 146–52.

70. Garthoff, Détente and Confrontation, 151. For Kissinger's analysis of Soviet stonewalling during the summer of 1969, see White House Years, 144–45, 159–62; and Hyland, Mortal Rivals, 41–42. As late as September, however, Kissinger was still attempting to link issues, warning Dobrynin that lack of help on Vietnam made progress on arms control unlikely. See Isaacson, Kissinger, 246–49.


73. Kissinger, White House Years, 149; and Smith, Doubletalk, 75–80.

74. Smith, Doubletalk, 80–88.


76. Kissinger, White House Years, 541. The directive was National Security Decision Memorandum 49. On the preparations, see Smith, Doubletalk, 116–20; and Garthoff, Détente and Confrontation, 154–59.

77. Kissinger, White House Years, 541–42.

78. Ibid., 543.

79. Ibid., 543–44.


83. Kissinger, White House Years, 549. The American proposal of Aug. 4 has also frequently been termed Option E.

84. Kissinger, White House Years, 550. "My preferred position," Kissinger writes, "was to maintain the deployment [of the ABMs] both sides were actually building" (548). He believes that the Russians assumed that, if they were patient, they could get the U.S. Congress to do their work for them (scuttling the American ABM) without having to give something up for it. The probability is, however, that
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95. Ibid., 554-58; and Garthoff, *Détente and Confrontation*, 198-204.


97. On the German negotiations, see Brandt, *People and Politics*, 323-65. On the American reaction, see Nixon, RN, 793-97; Kissinger, *White House Years*, 532-34; and Hyland, *Mortal Rivals*, 28-33. Always indefatigable, Nixon shortly after the autumn election was busy integrating his summit plans into a “new international game plan.” It “now fits with politics,” he observed. “Hold [the] summit until we want a big story and [until] it will be very big—with results.” “Haldeman Handwritten Notes, November 7, 1970.”
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1. Kissinger, White House Years, 798.
3. On Nixon's China policy during 1969 and 1970, see Garthoff, Détente and Confrontation, 242–53; and Kissinger, White House Years, 167–84. As for the rumors of nuclear war, the administration was in fact gravely concerned. By the summer of 1969, Nixon was convinced the Soviets were preparing for an all-out attack on China. John Robert Greene, The Limits of Power: The Nixon and Ford Administrations (Bloomington, Ind., 1992), 109. Not coincidentally, Moscow was watching American reactions carefully. See also chap. 6, n. 33; and Bundy, Danger and Survival, 532–35.
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40. Solomon, Monetary System, 185–87. See also chap. 2, above.


43. “Peter Peterson to Richard Nixon, July 7, 1971,” President’s Handwriting Files, President’s Office Files, Special Files, Nixon Papers. Peterson added that “more or less complete liberalization [of American trade with Eastern Europe] would add by 1975 about $1 billion to exports and something like $400 million to our balance of trade.”
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